Young Complement Investigators

The brand-new scientific youth organisation, Young Complement Investigators (YCI), has been started as a collaboration between the International Complement Society and the European Complement Network.

In the YCI we work to engage young researchers in the complement field. We share information about great science, job opportunities, fellowship-calls, as well as social activities. Follow our weekly updates on social media, and participate in shaping your complement society. Follow us, and message us directly on Twitter: @YoungComplement or on Facebook: www.facebook.com/YoungComplement. For general enquiries about YCI, please contact Martin (details below).

CONTRIBUTE your science: Recently published a paper relevant to the complement field? Submit your work for “Paper of the week”, and have a shot at being nominated as “Scientist of the month”! For ideas and contributions on social media, please contact Nikolaj or Inkeri.

JOIN US: At our annual YCI meetings and events where we bring young scientists together to discuss developments in the field, share protocols, socialise and build new collaborations.

- 7-9th of June, 2019: YCI annual meeting in Luxembourg!
- 14-17th of September 2019: Join us at the EMCHD meeting in Madrid.
- 13-17th of September 2020: Participate in our event at the International Complement Workshop in Berlin.

Keep an eye on Facebook or follow the link below for details: https://docs.google.com/document/d/e/2PACX-1vRzC_fkaGOp_QSYeWhttZy1JH98QQDL-pUgxn_N3uswwjo0rE9Sr5UPuWhqU-FPyR3H5Xi2ZbRn-00/pub

For further information about meetings and events, please contact Nicole.

The current committee:

Chair: Dr. Martin P. Reichhardt, Oxford, United Kingdom: martin.reichhardt@path.ox.ac.uk
Ms. Nicole Schäfer, Regensburg, Germany: nicole.schaefer@ukr.de
Mr. Nikolaj Kirketerp-Møller, Copenhagen, Denmark: nikolaj.kirketerp-moeller@regionh.dk
Dr. A. Inkeri Lokki, Helsinki, Finland: inkeri.lokki@helsinki.fi